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FURMAN GAME AND STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
JUNIOR DANCE TO RE GIVEN
THIRTEEN TIGERS
GOES TO CLEMSON TIGERS ON THANKSGIVING END GRIDIRON CAREER
IN NEW FIELD HOUSE DECEMBER 6
Game Marked by Breaks and
Fumbles, But Ends 7-6 in
Favor of Clemson Tigers,
S. C. Champions!
Ushered in with a colorful crowd,
a clear day, ancient traditions, a
turkey dinner, and all the trimmings, Thanksgiving's epochal battle 'between a gusty Purple Hurricane from Furman and a ravenous
Tiger of Clemson was staged in
Tigertown in regal fashion last week.
Some 10,000 people witnessed the
Tigers triumph over Furman 7 to 6
to win an undisputed state championship.
' As games go the contest was an
usually wierd battle.
Breaks and
fumbles marked half of the pitying
away with a pass early in the first
period that appeared a sure tally.
But the referee ruled the Hurricane
off-side and called the play back.
Again during the third quarter the
Tigers drove the ball down the field
and in two plays seemed to have
pushed a score over. Still the referee called it otherwise. Bob Jones'
spectacular catch of the ball that
scored the Tigers' touchdown was
a_,?t_ei pia.3 of peculfe character.
The play was a brilliant feat difficult of achievement. Not too much
can be said of Jones in this contest.
His game was up to par and ii was
very little that he was not in.
Furman's six points were scored
when Davis, a sub center, snags-d
one of Goat McMillan's passes lao
in the final quarter deep in Furman's territory, and raced behind
interference for the marker. T-.is
was a break symbolic of '.he many
that went Furman's way during the
game.
The game proper was a mater between the strength of the two lines.
Both played remarkable games but
the rush and roar of the Tiger blfvrarks were slightly superior to that
of their foes. Time after time the
Tiger forwards spilled Furman plays.
Twice they rushed the Furman papers and threw them for losses, they
blocked a punt smeared end runs,
throttled off-tackle drives and made
themselves a general nuisance and
bugaboo to the Purple backs.
For Furman, Cass, Captain Smith,
Carson, and Davis functioned as the
most outstanding.
Cass especially
did yeoman service for the Hurricane. His running and line plunging counted much of the wind's
gains.
Playing their last ball game for
Clemson,
Captain
Padgett,
Bob
Swofford, Jim Gassaway, Bill Gun(Continued on pafe five)

AUGUSTUS SCHILLETTER
DIES AT GAME
'Shorty" Schilletter, Ardent
Supporter of Clemson, Dies
On Bench at Furman Game
Augustus Schilletter, 6 4, knoni.
to thousands of Clemson graduateb
as "Shorty", died of a heart attack in the second quarter of the
Clemson-Furman football game herfc
Thursday.
He was occupying a seat on the
Clemson bench, and suffered the
fatal stroke just prior to the play
which led the Clemson's touchdown.
Advised by Dr. Lee W. Millford, college surgeon not to attend the game,
Mr. Schilletter insisted that hfe
"would rather die on the bench than
anywhere else."
Coming to Clemson as steward ot
the mess hall when the college
opened in 1893, Mr. Schiletter aided
in organizing and financing the first
Clemson football team in 1896, with
the late President Riggs. He was
a staunch supporter of Clemsoi!
athletic teams and had one son who
was all-southern tackle at Clemson
in 1913 and another who captained
the basketball team in 19 2 2.
A
deep understnding of and sympathy
for boys had endeared him to Cleniron students of all generations. He
served as steward of the mess hall
from 1893 to 1919 when he retired.
He had suffered from heart disease
for several years.
M,r. Schilletter is survived by
three sons, W. A., of Tyyon, N. C;
A. E., of Clemson College, and J.
C, of Ames, Iowa.
The funeral services were held ai
the home of his son, Mr. A. E.
Schilleter at five o'eolck, aifter which
the body was escorted to the college cemetery by the cadets with hi;
many friends, the Junior platoo_.
and the drum and bugle corps.
The honorary pallbearers were.
Dr. W. W. Watkins, Mr. J. H. Mt
Hugh. Prof. S. M. Martin, and Dr.
L W Milford The active pallbearers
were: Coach Josh Cody, Mr. P. P..
Holtzendorff, Mr. P. Carodemos, Mr.
G. H. Dunlap, Prof. D. N. Harris,
and Mr. S. J. Watson.
The last rites were performed and
as the sun sank behind the hills.
Taps was sounded over one of Clem
son's most beloved friends.

THE TIGER'S ALL-STATE TEAM
First Team
Position
Second Team
Woodruff, Clemson
LE
Stewart, Furman
Swofford, Clemson
LT
King, Wofford
Gunnels, Clemson
LG
Bechman, Presbyterian
Beall, Carolina
C
Skelton, Citadel
Qglesby, Citadel _________RG
Carson, Furman
Smith, Furman
RT
_
Shand, Carolina
Jones, Clemson
___RE
Hambright, Erskine
Parkinson, Erskine
QB
Padgett, Clemson
Justus, Clemson
__HB _____
Boineau, Carolina
McMillan, Clemson
HB
Rhame, Carolina
McCarley, Clemson Capt.__FB
Deery, Furman

Thirteen Men Will Graduate
Who Saw Clemson Up from
the Lowest Place in S. C.
to Her Present Status

DR. SIKES AWAY
ON EXTENDED VISIT

First Social Function To Be
Held in Recently Completed
Structure
To
Be Friday
Night

The end,, of the game with Furman last Thursday brought to a close President of Clemson Will Attend American Vocational
the football careers of thirteen
Association in Louisiana
staunch, sturdy, and loyal Clemson
Tigers, with two possible exceptions
Dr. Sikes to be away several days
The boys finishing this year aTe: oil an extended tour. This tour is to
Captain O.D. Padgett, Henry Asbill, iv.clude several cities in the South,
Bob McCaiiey, "Mule" Yarborough, where he will deliver a series of
Jim Gassaway, Bob Swofford, Dick speeches.
Ma Gill, "Goat" McMillan, "Bugga"
Doctor Sikes was in Spartanburg
Jones, "Foggy" Woodruff, Bill Gun- Tuesday representing this section
nels, Kit Hane, and Johnny Rogers. of the Baptist Church Convention.
Jones and Woodruff are eligible to During this meeting he gave a talk
play next year in case they return to on the conditions and. plans of the
school.
Otherwise, none of these Baptist Churches of this section for
men will ever again don their Tiger the coming year also a resume of
uniform to do battle upon the grid- the year since the last convention.
iron with those who contest the su- He will return to the college Wedpremacy of the Yellow Peril. Never- nesday, Dec. 4th, only to leave Cor
more will they spend, long hard hours New Orleans, La., Thursday, Dec.
At this convention of the
of toil in the dust and mud perfect- 5th.
ing and keeping intact the machine American Vocational Association he
which they have built.
Never- is to represent the vocational educamore will they pass kick, run, and tion department of this state. Doc
tackle with the sar-.o wild abandon tor Sikes will also deliver an adthat has warmed the hearts of thous- dress on Vocational Education.
The field of Vocational Education
ands. Nevermore will they feel the
has become of major importance
thrill that comes to one who plays a
throughout the country and this
leading part in building a great
state seems to be further advanced
name for his Alma Mater in the
than any other state in the south in
world of football.
this field. Tn his talk of vocational
When these boys came to Clemson.
education Doctor Sikes will outline
four years ago, our school was floun- j
the importance of the field also the
iering in the depths of an athletic* great strides it has made in tlit
depression. During the three years last few years.
No other person
theae men have been on the varsity, could be more fitted to make this
Clemson has lost state championship talk than Doctor Sikes.
Doctor
by one game once, tied for first Sikes has been connected with eduplace once, and then has won the cational enterprises the greater part
state pennant, besides gaining the of his life and has helped pave the
attention of a nation. Not a single way for this new branch of educa
game played on Riggs field, has been tion in South Carolina.
lost, and but one has been tied all
that time. These 'boys have given
their best to Clemson. and their pasing on is a real loss to the school.

The Junior dance which was postponed from the night of November
2 8 will be given on next Friday
night December 6. The dance will
be given in the new field house and
the music will be by the Clemson
Jungaleers.
The dance will last
from nine until two and will start
right on the stroke of nine.
The Junior dancing club will have
the distinction of holding the first
function of any sort in the new
field house. This is something of
which they should be proud. The
new field house will be a distinct
advantage over the old gym for
dancing as the floor is almost twice
as large aSd.^of fine smooth hardwood. The building will be easily
heated and sufficiently warm, something which has been a problem at
dances in the past.
Decorating will not be permitted
in the new field house by the athletic department a"t_ing which will
take away a large nmnnpt ryt
color so characteristic of all Clemson dances hertofore. However, the
new building will not need the decoration as did the old gym for the
walls and ceiling are much better
appearing than were those in the
old gym.
It remains to be rjp?n how the
sound of the orchestra carries in the
new building and how well it is
suited for dancing. The building is
so immense that it will take quite a "
crowd to make it look like the dance
is going over big. When the gym
nasium is finally built adjoining th_
field house the dance*; will probably
be moved into that building.
The Junior dance '.vili be formal
and the next bo the last before the
holidays so make your plans to be
there and also .have the distinction
of attending the first -lance held in
the new field house.

CUPTAIN HARCOMBE
GIVES JURKEY FEED

tanburg. at the State Fair, and at

01 PLATOON HAS
ROOSTED CLEMSON

Annual Thanksgiving Feed Attended by 100 Guests
The Clemson Cadets were honored with approximately a hundred
guests at their annual Thanksgiving
dinner Wednesday night.
The cadets had been looking forward to this banquet for a long
time, for they know and have experienced,, what kind of banquets
Captain Harcombe puts on. Captain
Harcombe's menu consisted of the
following, sixteen hundred pounds ot
turkey, four hundred pounds of nuts,
three hundred and fifty pounds of
cake, twenty^two boxes of grapes,
eighty gallons of ice cream, twelve
gallons ol olives, forty gallons of turkey dressing, twenty-Jfive gallons of
giblet gravy, one hundred and twenty gallons of ' coffee, five crates of
celery, and eleven hundred oranges.
The dinner was a success in every
way. In fact the cadets are already
beginning to look forward toward
next Thanksgiving.

Juniors Help Make Clemson Clemson when Newberry, Auburn,
Better Known. Will Choose Citadel and Furman, were played.
Own Leader Soon
The best showing of the year was
The Junior platoon, the prize milunteers from the Junior class, has
made a very favorable impression
upon the people of South Carolina
this year.
This is the first year
Clemson College has orgainzed a platoon for the purpose of drilling between halves of football games.
The platoon has given fine exhibitions before many thousands at Spar-

VARSITY

on Thanksgiving Day when we had
Furman as our visitors.
•In the near future the platoon will
select a permanent leader from their
number and will be reorganized with
only four squads to become perfect
in the execution of all the complicated movements. The mem'bers of the
platoon will attend camp at Fort McClellan, Alabama, and will enter
fContinued on Page 2)

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
1929-1930
Dec. 11—Erskine at Due West Feb. 1—Wofford at Sp't'nburg.
Dec. 18—P. C. at Clinton
Feb. 3—U. of Ky. at Clemson
Jan. 3—U. of Ky. at Lexington Feb. 4—U. of Ga. at Clemson
Jan. 4—U. of Tenn at Kn'x'vle Feb. 6—Newberry at Newb'rry
Jan. 7—Furman at Clemson >■ Feb. 7—USC at Columbia
Jan. 10—Auburn at Auburn
iFeb. 8—Citadel at Charleston
Jan 11—Ga. Tech at Atlanta ;Feb. 12—Florida at Clemson
Jan. 13—Sewanee at Sewanee Feb. 13—Florida at Clemson
Jan. 14—Vandy at Nashville Feb. 15—Ga. Tech at Clemson
Jan. 17—P. C. at Clemson
Feb. 17—Citadel at Clemson
Jan. 18—Newberry at Clemson Feb. 18—U. of Ga. at Athens
Jan. 25—Wofford at Clemson Feb. 21—USC at Clemson
Jan. 28—Furman at Greenville Feb. 25—Erskine at Clemson
Jan. 31—Vandy at Clemson
Conference Tournament
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1-AGE TWO

JUNIOR PLATOON HAS
BOOSTED OLEMSON
(Contiuued from page one)

Watson, W. T.; Smith, H. C; Black,
G. A.; Dashlell, T. D.; Smoak, T. T.,
Shields, W. A.; Layton, W. H.;
Hough, W. B.; Motes, P. M.; Kitchens, C. W.; Mansfield, E. R.; Parkman, L. M.; Anderson, T. P.; Jarrard, C. E.; Heyward, T. S.; Ripplemeyer, H. A.; Bauknight, H. D.;
Lewis, J. H.; Pollard, F. B.; Haltman, J. P.; Camp, M. J.; Miley, J.
P.; Aull, L. E.; Smoak, C. G.; Seigler,
N P.; Cobb, D. J.; Epting, E. E.;
Newman, J. W.; Miller, E. N.; Robertson, J. D.; Sheppard, W. A.;
Hearn, H. R.; Jay A. S.

Division under the supervision of
Prof. C. C Newman, and is to be
completed this week in time to be
used the night of the Junior Dance.
December 6.

competition drill with similar ones
from other schools in the corps area.
During the past few years the CitaBeginning at a point to the rear
del platoon has been the victor by a
of
the barracks and just South of the
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
very small margin and. ,if the preslaundry where it will be easily acFounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college ent spirit exists among the members
cessible to all the main college
of the platoon we are sure to win.
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Olemson College.
buildings, the walk will wind along
The spirit of the Junior class in
through the pine wood, following
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, organizing the platoon has been exthe
general direction of the electric
South Carolina.
cellent. Almost the entire class reline to the Field House so that it
sponded when the platoon was being
may be lighted at night. After crosorganized. This shows the true spirsing a rather deep ravine it will
EDITORIAL STAFF
it that is present. If this spirit conclimb a hill and come to an end at
tinues results must follow from their
H. W. DORSET
__
Editor-in-Chief
the East entrance to the Field
efforts.
L. T. LEITNER, JR
Associate Editor
House, a distance of about eight
Credit is due "Gator" Farr who
G. W. SACKMAN
—
Associate Editor
hundred feet from the beginning.
has given many hours time as well
F. S. RUSH
Athletic Editor
The bridge over the ravine, conas his military knowledge in develJ. G. ADAMS
Associate Athletic Editor
structed oif creosoted timber supportoping the platoon. He gave all memA. R. CRAWFORD _.._
_
..Associate Athletic Editor
Walk to New Field House ed by piles on concrete foundations,
J. A. WILSON
bers of the Junior class the opportu.—
jExchange Editor
was finished several days ago. In
Built for Cadets
W. C. 9NYDER
_
_...
inty to enter the platoon, and select_. Feature Editor
addition to the traffic, this bridge
W. G. DAY
___
_
ed the 'forty-eight best drilled men.
■■■■■
Society Editor
In order to provide ifor the great carries the Field House steam and
C. E. JARRARD
Columnist :: The progress that the platoon has number of students and others who water mains across the ravine.
C. E. CRUTCHFIELD
_
made as well as the honor it has will be going continuously to and
_
Columnist
C. V. RENTZ
At some future date another walk
Y. M. C. A. Editor
brought to Clemson is somewhat fro from the barracks over to the
E. B. WHITE
„
Clubs Editor
will be built paralleling this one
due to his willing efforts.
new Field House, a concrete walk Is
'.. G. HODGES
___ _._
_._
Joke Editor >x
The popularity of Clemson has being constructed, which will add several hundred feet North so as to
E. P. SHEHEEN ..._
_
Associate Joke Editor
been increased by the advertisement, greatly to the appearance of our provide ample room for those takD. C. TURRENTINE „__
Assignment Editor
which has been given by the platoon. back campus, and incidentally, save ing the short cut when some event
This has undoubtedly influenced several minutes in making each trip. held at the Field. Hiuse attracts a
STAFF REPORTERS
many high school boys who have a The walk is being built by a crew ot crowd larger than the ordinary group
J. H. STEPHENS, H. A. RIPPLEMEYER, R. F. PALMER
question in their mind as to where men from the Campus and Road3 of cadets.
T. S. HEYWARD, J. P. LITTLEJOHN, H. C. WOODSON
they expect to attend college.
J. A. COOK, J. S. DAVIS, B. F. MARTIN, E. E. EPTING
BBHiaaEHiBigiBii^^
On November 30, four squads from
the platoon had a great honor beBUSINESS STAFF
stowed upon them by being asked
R. RAM9EUR —
_
Business Manager
to escort the body of a loyal Clemson
H. CRYMES
_
Associate Business Manager
man to its last resting place. This
man, Mr. A. Schilletter, better known
CIRCULATION STAFF
:«
BY THAT, WE MEAN NEW AND BETTER SERVICE,
T. R. WANNAMAKER
_
Circulation Manager
to his many friends at Clemson as
W. F. HUGHES
_
Assistant Circulation Manager
THE KIND OF SER"Shorty", spent the major portion ot PROMPT, WILLING, EFFICIENT
R. H. McGEE
_
_
Associate Circulation Manager
his life for the development of our VICE YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED. WE SELL TEXACO
H. FAGG ..
Associate Circulation Manager
CLEAN, CLEAR, GOLDEN MOTOR OIL AND THE NEW
H College.
jaSEagEBEBHSllHHaHBH
u&isaj&isisspissHaiiiaai
The members of the platoon are AND BETTER TEXAS GOSOLINE
HIGH TEST AT NO
as follows: Davis, J. S.; Neal, C. A.; EXTRA PRICE
Mahaffey, H. T.; Cook, J. A.; E.arle,
TRY US ONCE, YOU'LL COME AGAIN
E. P.: Watts, J. G.; Coleman, F. F.;
AMERICA'S MOST URGENT CALL ture upstream without an inner conMcGee, R. H.; Ferguson, J. G; Mills,
tagious driving-power. This means
J. A.; Rentz, C. V.; Folk, H. D.; Lee,
In this age of trained brains, oi hot Feelings, inflexible Convictions,
F. W.; Vance, J.; Tarrant, W. H.;
Operators:
engineers, of bPlion-dollar •combines arden Purposes, intensive Efforts.
FLOYD MIXON
Chapman,
J.
L.;
Childress,
J.
C;
and
wonder-working
inventions,, Moral leadership is no job for weakgHHHHHBllglllHlSltetelSlSSlllBlBlia
Seawright,
C.
A.;
Nichols,
E.
America's most pressing need is not lings or weathercocks of mollycodmore wealth but moral leadership. dles. Habitual Intensity is will-powThe American heroes of Tomorrow er, courage, personal magnetism, ulare those devinely guided citizens timate victory. It roots out easy
who will rectify and consecrate to a tolerance of wrong, cowardly dociii,
lofty moral purpose the giant forces ty, habitual irresolution, and iinwhich modern science has discovered manly timidity.
Put yourself in
and unchained, but which our mod- training at once and cultivate this
ern civilization seems unabl eto con- habit till your principles are granite,
trol.
your backbone a rod of steel, your
As our leaders in medicine and inner purpose a flame of fire.
3. The third, essential of moral
sanitation have so recently conquered
epidemics of small-pox and yellow fe leadership in our human environ'Guaranteed for a Lifetime"
"Guaranteed Forever'
ver, so will these moral leaders of to- ment is Love, genuine, habitual, inOur God is lovt:
morrow conquer our present nation- stinctive Love.
wide epidemic of out-breaking crime our Saviour the incarnation of love
WE ARE GLAD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE AGENTS FOR
our religion a religion of love and
and triumphant lawlessness.
Let me sound this personal call to sympathy and unselfish service. ColdBOTH LINES, CARRYING A COMPLETE STOCK—
every right-minded young American heartedness, selfishness, scorn, enmity—these are fatal to moral leadin our high schools and colleges.
Love is never more conYou are in training for the compet- ership.
itive struggle of our present-day tagious, never more irresistible, nevAmerican civilization. Begin at once er more truly divine than when
the glorious uphill climb toward transmitting, through human leaderMoral Leadership.
That your aim ship, to earth's erring children the
AND
may be definite and your daily efforts uplifting and transforming love ot
more effective let me remind you of heaven.
His love of God, a divine indwelltwo fundamental facts:
ing
power, lifts the moral leader
First. Mere Popularity among the
IN METAL AND LEATHER
immature and untrained is often no ever upward, while his love of men,
as
a
personal
magnet,
draws
human
proof or evidence of real leadership
The idol of the campus is very often souls after him in mutual fellowship
far more of an expert follower than on the road to the skies. This is
a genuine leader. To find which way the motive, this the inner power, this
the crowd is going and then race the divine aim of effective moral
ahead of them in that direction is leadership.
4. The fourth quality and guarfake leadership as cheap and common
antee
of moral leadership is the
as the "diamond" jewelry that glitfaculty and habit of Spiritual Vision,
ters on a ten-cent counter.
STATIONERY
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Second. Moral leadership among that God-given insight that looks
human beings never "comes natural'" through and "beyond the things of
CLEMSON PENNANTS
CLEMSON JEWELRY
to any one. In this erring world it Is earth and sees the eternal verities of
"CHECKS CASHED CHEERFULLY"
like towing loaded barges upstream. the spiritual and eternal.
It is the divine gift of the prophet,
The movement is against nature and
the indwelling power that overcomes the seer, the interpreter, of every
the current is from above and mu3t God-sent teacher and spiritual guide
be resolutely cultivated and developed of the human race.
It is this divine insight, this vision
in the daily conflits of our daily lives.
What then are the essential ele- of the deeper meaning of things, that
ments, the outstanding qualities, of sees in every erring child of earth
effective moral leadership which you a potential citizen of heaven, that
should strive, with divine aid, to win Eradicates our homely round of rouand steadily develop? Among a shin- tine tasks with a glow from the skies,
ing host of such habits and qualities that hears ever amid earth's jarring
four, it seems to me, stand pre-emi- noises the still but all-compelling
Voice of God, and sees beyond earth's
nent.
1. The first is Habitual Intensity. dust and shadows the glory of the
—W & L Bulletin
No man can move fallen human na- world to come.

CONCRETE WALK
TOJYM BUILT

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF OUR NEW SERVICE STATION
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DR. ENGLISH BAGBY
TOJPEAK HERE

PAGE THREK
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U. N. C. Professor of Psychology to Talk at Chapel
Hour
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REV. GARDNER SPEAKS
Rer. L. H. Gardner, of the Firs:
Baptist Church of Seneca, spoke al
vesper service at the Y Sunday.
Freceeding the talk, a few sentence prayers were offered. Then Rev.
Gardner spoke on "The Call of Jesus and the Word to Each of Us .
In this he Drought out the fact
"Where you are put what you have
in Jesus' hands, and he will bless
you.". He emphasized strongly for
us not to put too much score on
material things.
The service ended with a prayer
by Rev. Gardner.
THANKSGIVING SERVICES AT 1
Thanksgiving morning at 7:15
the Cabinet and Junior council met
with the Sophomore council in a
,;.short devotional at the Y. . Rev.
'Capers Satterlee spoke to the group
Joon "Thanksgiving and Its SigniflIrcance". A great number of cadets
.'Vgathered at this early morning ser
Kvice to worship and give thanks to
KGod, the giver of all good and perfect gifts. ,
, .
,
I With J.' K. Durst presiding the
meeting opened with a musical prelude by Miss Ruth Vaughan.'■ Im;>'mediately following the "Doxology"
was sung, and the, group .was led
..in prayer by the leader.
"Holy''
I Was sung, and a responsive reading
_pf praise and thanksgiving followed.
1
After this was a chain of sentence
prayers, and a vocal duet by F. H.
Hendrlx and O. R: Smith. Mr/'Ca
pers Saterlee rendered a short talk.
Following was silent prayer with' the
musical accompaniment "Have Thine
Own Way Lord" softly played by
Miss Ruth Vaughan. At the conr'f ■
elusion of the program one verse ot
"Blest Be The Tie that Binds" was
sung and the 'benediction was pronounced by Mr. Satterlee.
CAN YOU?
Keep your heart free from hate,
and your mind free from worry.
Live simply; expect little; give
much; sing often; pray always. Fill
your life with love; scatter sunshine. Forget self! Think of others.
Do as you would be done by. These
are the tried links in contentments:
golden chain.
—Selected.
PROF. MARTIN SPEAKS TO JUNIOR AND FRESHMAN COUNCILS
Professor S. M. 'Martin spoke at
a joint meeting »f the Junior arid
Freshman councils Tuesday evening
at 6:30 in the Y club room.
Much of the pleasantness of the
oecassion was due to the fact thac
a q,uaru,m of both councils were pre.
sent.
The meeting was opened by a
chain of sentence prayers.
After
which Mr. Roy Cooper led a short
devotional. Prof. Martin entered into the discursion of "Student Honor", a very wide discussed subject
' throughout the colleges of the South,
which,is under way at Clemson. After this splendid talk the two councils entered into a general discussion of the subject. When the diacusion was well under way it had to
be interrupted 'by an adjournment oi
the meeting. The meeting was closed with a prayer from Prof. Martin.
The Freshman council will mee'
Monday evening at 6:30; also thfc
Junior council will meet Tuesdav
evening. A great number will be
expected at each meeting to continue
the discussion previously discussed.

Illl
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TIMES AT
FATHER-SON BANQUET

Six:y-two. men and 'boys assembled
in the "Y" Cafe on Tuesday evening,
j November 27, to enjoy the rolicking
good times occasioned by the Fatheri Son' banquet sponsored by the Y. M.
I C. A. As the tower clock tolled out
! the hour of eight the banqueters
j were admitted to the cafe. Within a
few minutes each person had. found
the place card bearing his name. At
each fathers 'place was a little leaflet entitled: "A-re you an A-l Dad?'
containing points on which the father
was to score himself; while at each
boy's place was a leaflet entitled
"Are You an A-l Lad?" containing
points on which the bol was to
score himself. At every place was
a red and white paper cap and also
a copy of the program. The program was.as follows. .
Russell Baton, Toastmaster; musK
cal skit, A. W. Miller; humorous
monalogiie, O. H. McDaniel; Instrumental duet, Vaden and Jesse Marrett; "Our Dads, It's Great to be
Their Lads", Everett .Hunter; "My
Daddy" (vocal solo), Herman Boggs;
"Our Lads, It's Great to be Their
Dads", Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun; "Daddy's Lullaby": (vocal sold):, F. H.
Hend,rix; "Little Pal", . (vocal solo>,
O. R. Smith; "Dads and Lads", Dr.
D. W. Daniel.
Without doubt the greatest sin?!e
hit of the evening was the instrumental duet by Jesse Marrett, six
years of age, and Vaden Marrett,
eleven.
Jesse played the banjo,
while Vaden played the mandolin
and violin. With their instruments
almost as large as they, these little
fellows played with the poise of
experienced stage performers. The
well deserved applause was literal;.-'
; deafening. .
The principal address of the evening was delivered by Dr. Daniel. In
his unique way he kept the men
and boys in an uproar of laughter
for a few minutes, and then settled
down to serious business which was
an inspiration to those present. The
boys epecially doubtless will remember Dr. Daniel's talk for years to
come.
Russell E'aton, president of the
Cle'mson-Calhoun Hi-Y club, along
with Fred Kirchner, chairman ot
boys' work of the YMCA and Oliver
McDaniel Hi-Y leader, aTe deserving
of much credit for the splendid way
in which they set up the banquet.
The many benefits growing out of
the oecassion will be lasting in the
community.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL MEETS
The Sophomore council held its
weekly meeting on Tuesday evening
at 6:45 in the Cabinet room of the
Y. Hugh Montgomery led the devotional and gave a short talk on
the history and significance of
Thanksgiving day. The importanceof remembering the exact meaning
i° Thanksgiving day to those from
whom we derived it was emphasized
:n his talk.
Just after the devotional a regular bu iness session was held. San,
Verner. D. M. Csx, G. W. Chavous,
ncl H. F. Cannon, the new members, were given a hearty welcome
'nto the council by the other meu;''ers. We feel that each of the^inew members will do their portion
of carrying on the work of the V
at Clemson.
The meeting concluded with a
chain of sentence prayers.

President Sikes has announced
that he has secured Dr. English
Bagby, professor of psychology at
the University of North Carolina,
to visit Clemson College on December 9th, 10th, and 11th.
Clemson College is very fortunate
in being able to bring Dr. Bagby
here as he is considered quite an
i authority in his field. Dr. Bagby is
a Ph.D from Johns Hopkins University and has been professor of psychology at Yale University and at.
Columbia University. At the present
time he is professor oif the psychology of personality and social psychology at the University of North Carolina. Dr. Bagby's book "The Psychology of Personality" has been
widely read.
Chapel hour will be changed from
Tuesday to Monday in order that
Dr. Bagby may speak to the entire student body. On Tuesday he
will speak at .the general faculty
meeting and on both Monday and
Tuesday afternopn- at three o'clock
he will talk to Professor Brearley's
class in Psychology.
A room has been secured for Dr.
Bagby at the YMCA. He will be
available for consultation by faculty
members and students about problems of personality.

BILL & BUSS
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HOLINGSWORTH'S

UNUSUAL

CANDIES

Cold Drinks and Sandwiches a Specialty
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FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES

-f * they shall

not have our
Pipes!
PIPES and pants are masculine prerogatives that defend
themselves and us. Where else
could men find sanctuary?
Pipes, stout pipes, and packings
of good old Edgeworth—what perfect expression of man's inviolable
right of refuge with other men
behind barriers of redolent smoke!
Tobacco with the whiskers on,
that's what man wants—good old
seasoned pipe-tobacco, the best
of the leaf, all blended and flavored and mellowed . . . Edgeworth, in short.
You don't know Edgeworth?
Then no time must be lost. Buy
Edgeworth or borrow it, or let us
send you some. There belowis even
a coupon, a free ticket for your
first few pipefuls of the genuine.
Send us the coupon
and we'll send you
the Edgeworth.

<3>'

Edgeworth is a careful
blend of good tobaccos
—selected especially for
pipe-smoking. Its quality
andflavor never change.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere—"Ready Rubbed" and "Plug Slice'*—
I5e! pocket package to
pound humidor tin.

Edgeworth
SMOKING TOBACCO
LARUS & BRO. CO.
100 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.

Street.

"For the Man Who Cares"

CLEMSON PENNANTS and PILLOW TOPS
TOPCOATS

$15.00, $17.00, $20.00

HEAVY SOX —:— SHIRTS —:— SUSPENDERS

"JUDGE" KELLER

HSHHISHSSHSHaSE^

AT YOUR SERVICE
OUR NEW SHOP FOREMAN

MR. G. E. SMITH
A FACTORY TRAINED MECHANIC, IS PEPARED TO GIVE
YOU THE BEST OF SERVICE.
TRY US ONCE—YOU'LL
FIND US PROMPT, COURTEOUS AND EFFICIENT.

FROM NOW UNTIL JANUARY 1
WE ARE OFFERING SPECIAL PRICES ON THE FOLLOWING:
GRINDING AND REFACING VALVES, CLEANING CARBON
CLEANING PLUGS, AND ADJUSTING TIMEING TO
MEET COLD WEATHER DEMANDS
COME BY AND LET US GET YOUR RADIATOR AND
HOSE CONNECTIONS READY FOR THAT ANTI-FREEZE.

COLLEGE

Nu

GARAGE

W. K. MOORE, Prop.

Town and State_
Now let the Edgeworth come!

"Friendly to the Feet"

FLORCHEIM SHOES

Day Phone 77-J
V

Night Phone 77-W

P.AGK KOUit
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fifty cents per week, and that's one
reason why Knute Rockne went to
Notre Dame. The other was that he
*
could sprint and pole vault. He did
"£3 ''
i If -■
■• c not go to Notre Dame as a football
player, and I will be willing to bet
my straw skimmer on that. I have
it from one of King Knute's old associates, who will go nameless here
(in order to save his hide), thai
Rock arrived at the South Bend station with a derby hat, .a sweater
with a choker collar, a pair of trousers that had given good mileage—
and a track suit.
You can believe
this or not.
Still
another crony
v^v,**<»i*
*'v
swears that Rock borrowed forty-five
dollars to get his first peak at the
Automobile Salesman—This congolden dome of Notre Dame. I wish
trols the emergency brakes.
It is
to be neutral here, although I will
put to use in case of emergency.
state that Rock paid 'back the fortySweet Young Thing—I see, some- five."
thing like a kimono.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER i, !•«»
jaTOrereKramagRa^^

JUNIORS

AND

SENIORS-

WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MY
R. O. T. C. OFFER?

A NEW SUIT, TOPCOAT,

wM

Magistrate—What gave you the
impression that Samson was drunk?
Constable—Well, sir, he was engaged in a heated argument with a
bu« driver.
Magistrate—But that does not
She—I won't even consider marprove anything.
rying
you. You are the most stupid,
Constable—Well sir, there was no
idiotic,
asinine, creature on earth.
bus driver there.
You are repulsive, abhorrent, and
I wouldn't marry yon
What's the difference between u miserable.
stenographer and a confidential sec- if you were the last man on earth.
retary?
1 hate you, you are despicable.
Bill—Do I understand you are
You don't dare fire, the confidenrejecting my proposal?
tial secretary.

jf,

Jim Kennedy—Let's go and sit
She's false to our club."
out this dance.
"Why so?"
She—No, I'm afraid you'll catch
"Well, here we are selling kisses
cold.
for charity and she's off in the corJim—But it isn't very cold.
ner bootleging them."
She—No, hut I have one.
Ford says that all people in this
She—That moon fills me with country need cars.
Thjat's true as
far as Ford owners are concerned
hunger for something.
Jay Bird Smith (hastily)—Let's
dance.
It's an ill wind that doesn't blow
up any skirts.
Her—Don't you love driving on a
night like this?
Student. I passed your car last
Him—Yeah, but I thought I'd night and it sounded as though
wait until we got further out in the it had a miss in it.
country.
Prof: Could you hear her squak,
too? ~
"Why do you use such a crib for
your baby?
The Sot: You beauty takes my
So we can hear him when he falls breath away, lady.
out.
Lady: I wish it could.
Miarriage is an institution.
Moe: She has no brains.
Marriage is love
Joe: When you see the build on
Love is blind.
her, you wouldn't want her to have
Therefore, marriage is an institu- any.
tion for the blind.
Beautiful:
Those are pretty
She—Yes, my night dates are all clocks on your hose.
Ugly. Yes, and they don't need any
taken up.
He—How about giving me an af- more hands.

SHOES, BARRYMORE SHIRTS

CHRISTMAS IS COMING SO SEE

HOKE SLOAN

One sorority house at the university of Maryland was almost completely built by the girls of the house
who did all the work including thai
of laying the bricks and moving the
steel beams.
Professor Watkins,
faculty architect, in charge of construction, said that the girls could
have built the
house
entirely by
themselves if they had so desired.

CAMPUS NOTES

AND

GET

PREPARED

K^i>a3SaiTO^T>^L^^

Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Sikes gave a
lovely dinner party
on Thursday
evening in compliment to Mrs. O. M.
Saunders. Covers were laid for ten
guests.

J. 0. Jones Co.

Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff entertained a few friends on Friday afternoon in honor of her aunts, Mrs.
Minnie Winn of Gellenboro, Ga., and
Miss Lucy Linton of Athens, Ga.

GREENVILLE, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING

Mrs. R. S. Howard entertained at
three tables of bridge on Friday
night in compliment to Miss Irma
Howard of Savannah, Georgia.

ATHLETIC GOODS
>^MMW«IWIIX«MHIMIM>ffl<^^

Mrs. J. G. Gee entertained at a
bridge party on Saturday night, honoring her sister, Mrs. George Klugh
of Atlanta, Ga.

DRY

CLEANING

is the Safest, Surest

and Most Sasisfactory Method of Cleaning Clothes

Mrs. D. W. Daniel and Miss Evelyn Daniel entertained at bridge in
honor of Mrs.
George
Klugh on
Tuesday afternoon.

BLECKLEi DRY CLEANERS

Miss Elizabeth Munson entertainea
CLEANERS WHO CLEAN
a few friends at a theater party iii
Greenville on Monday afternoon.
BHHBEBEBlgBaHH@(aBEHBEBEEHHBBaBE^gSBBaHBBBBB»
Mrs. George Klugh was again the
ternoon date?
A doctor declares that kissing honor guest.
She—Oh, I'm not popular in tha
shortens life.
I suppose he means
day time.
Miss Mildred Newman has gone to
single life.
WE ARE INSTALLING MORE MACHINERY V
Greenville, N. C. where she has acSix Reasons Why the College Boy
♦I*
cepted a position as teacher of pbys
AND
ARE NOW ABLE TO GIVE YOU BETTER
Lips
that
touch
liquor
shall
never
Fails
ical
education.
touch mine.
WORK ON ALL SHOE REPAIRING.
Mable
Your
lips?
Mr. and .Mrs. R. S. Howard or
Elanor
No, my liquor.
Savannah, Ga., were guests of Mr.
Jane
and Mrs. R. S. Howard, Jr., recently.
Genevieve
He—Something
seems
to
be
Miss Irma Howard of Savannah, Ga.,
Pauline
wrong with the engine. It—
is the guest of Mrs. R. S. Howard,
Betty
"Down Town"
She—Don't talk foolish, wait until Jr.
we get off the main road.
Youne—That
must have
been
♦I*
Mr. and Mrs. H. C Coleman visit, ♦♦♦
paint-remover I drank last nigth.
Student—Doc, there's something, ed Mrs. Lee McHnugh recently.
Davis—How is that?
the
matter with my stomach.
Y0ung—It took all the enamel off
Miss Lillie Mae Wertz, of Clinton,
aaaaaaBi
Dr. Millford—Keep your coat but- was a recent visitor to Mrs. W. B. BBBSBBSBBS&SSSBB^BSISISIBWi
my teeth.
toned and no one will see it.
IN NINE STATES
Wertz.
We have unusual opportunities for good men in
"Do you know the difference beMi?s Sarah Duckworth visited Miss
"Victor Dukes—Alas,
'tis
dark
the nine Southern States in which we operate.
tween a bathtub and a parlor?"
Eloise McHugh last week-end.
without.
Old Line Life Insurance with
"No!"
Doc. Scurry—Without what?
"Gosh, where do you entertain
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Morrison of
Victor—Without a light.
your boy friends?"
Spartanburg spent last week-end
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

i
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X
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DILLARD'S SHOE SHOP

t

here with Mrs. W. S. Morrison.

IELTING POT
PURITY NO

GOOD?

Yale wou'd gladly swap the Pu
rity credited to it in the recent Car
ne-ne foundation report for a couple of good running backs or a pair
of good ends.
President James B.
Angell, of Yale, said so at a banquet of Yale
and
Harvard clubs
sh^Ttly after the Carnegie report
was released.—The Plainsman.
The earning of more
than one
million dollars by the students at
the University of California in tha
past year seems to give ample eviT
dence that college students are not
the spendthrifts,
hell-raisers,
and

drunkards that many people imagMrs. O. M. Saunders and Mr. and
ine them to be.
Mrs. Sikes Sanders of Monroe, N. C,
Five thousand students, represent- were guests of Dr. and Mrs. Sikes
ing seventy-five percent of the stu- recently.
dent body, are said to be either totally or practically self-supporting,
the bureau of occupation is trying
to get the earning capacity of the
students to two million dollars.

WITH THE ALUMNI

Knute K. Rockne
"Knute K. Rockne's first job waa
'n the Chkia?o Post Off:ce at the
handsome Falary of five bucks per
- eek". says Jimmy Corcoran in the
December issue of College Humor
"I am told by old employees of th"
Post Office that Rock could toss a
mail bag farther and faster than any
one in the place. One day he asked
for a raise. They gave him an extra

X

Organized l'J05
C. O. MILFORD

President

Southeastern Life B.ldg.

Greenville, South Carolina

Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policyholders over 3,800,000.00
BgBEBBBBi

aagiijiigigiiagia^

CLIFF CRAWFORD

Goode Brvan, '18, is a commercial
artist with studio in Greenville.
CLEANING and PRESSING
R. M. Marshall, '27, is with the
General Electric Co., at Schnectady
SINCE 1908
N. Y.
W. T. Glenn, '19, is at the Burton"We Had to be Good to Stay"
Swartz Hotel, Pelly, Fla.
S M. Martin, Jr.. '22, is with the
Mellon Institute at Pitsburgh, Pa.,
engaged in chemical research work. MM«Ba>rai>aHKKPramiaKKM*miteMfl^
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assisted by Joe Guyon,
The Big
FURMAN GAME AND STATE
action. They carried the ball up to which has recently been installed. rication, Industrial Power, The LaCHAMPIONSHIP GOES TO TIGEKS Furman's one foot line but McMillan The electric clock system, which ha* bor Saver, Value World, The Dra- Indian, who will have charge of th©
backfield while, Cody will continue
(Continued from Page 1)
fumbled and it was Furman's ball. been used only in the engineering gon, Power Facts, Tycos, Oxyacteyto handle the candidates for the
lene
Tip,
Black
and
White,
Fusion
building,
has
been
extended
to
the
Wood punted and the Yellow Peril
Facts, and Southern Power Journal. line positions.
surged
forward again until they were shops.
aels. Mule YaTborough, Goat McMilThe
Civil
EngineeriKg
students
Football, however, is not the only
lan, Henry Asbill, Dick Magill, John- in the very shadow of the goal. With will be able to see how the different
seven yards to go the Tigers tried a
prominent
sport at Clemson. Track,
ny Rogers, and Bob McCarley perpass. It was completed by Davis, types of roads in common use look
baseball
and
basketball have always
formed in stellar roles. Along with
an unheralded Furman sub inter- and wear, for the curbing was laid
been successful in Tigertown. Jules
these rank Bob Jones, Foggy Woodcepting it on his own goal line and during the summer on a. court m
Carson, the Freshman football coach,
ruff, Fordham, Welch, Hallman,
returning it for only 80 yards. Af- the rear of the engineering building.
has charge of the cinder path veterHarrin, and all the rest.
ter he got that ball in his hands it This ciruclar road is put in sections,
ans.. Joe Guyon tutors the baseGoat McMillan closed his football
ball squad, and the Big Man himwas a matter of "Souse .my dust'' using various kinds of road conoareer in a blaze of Glory. It was
Clemson, Always Prominent in
self has charge of the cagemen.
The try for extra point failed ana structions. A part of this work has
he that tossed the winning pass and
Southern Intercollegiate Ath- Then there are other sports that
Clemson had. won another ball game, been completed and the material is
gained the most yardage for the day.
letics, Offers Varied Oppor- J. G. (Mutt) Gee, the new Director
thereby tucking under their belts an now on hand to complete the work.
This game was the swan song foi
This road way is located just outof Athletics, has introduced since he
undisputed state championship.
tunities for the Athlete.
the finest passer in the South i£
side the roads laboratory and will
has been at Clemson. Boxing, the
not the entire nation. McMillan's
be a good illustration to the Civil
new but very popular sport in southtosses are widely known and were
Engineering students.
Now that so much attention is ern collegiate circles, is coached by
as widely feared. As la passer de
A large projection lantern h«.» being paid to college athletics, any the Big Indian.
The Tiger pugs
luxe he had, few equals.
just 'been received for use in the high school senior is justified in have met with great success in the
Bob Jones played his old sturdy
assembly room. This projection lan- studying the opportunities that the last two years.
Swimming is andefensive game at end and pertern will handle projection slides, various colleges offer in this line other new sport that has met with
formed brilliantly on the offensive.
film, or opaque objects.
before deciding which college he will great favor at Clemson.
Yarborough, Swofford, Gunnels and Initiation Featured by Banquet
attend. While sports do not conFordham scintillated in planetary
Director Gee has plans that will
at Starr Friday Night
tribute directly to the rating ot
provide athletics for all at Clemson
style leaving strewn in their wake a
schools, it is an undisputed fact that
On Friday night, November 29,
Since Clemson College offers so
field of dazzling comets.
At the
ex-curricular activities, especially
many splendid opportunities, all
opening of the game it was the 1929, the Clemson Chapter of the
athletics, provide a training that ie
boys who are ready to go to college
splendid charge and fight of these Tau Beta Pi initiated seven new
valuable in preparing for future life.
are cordially invited to consider this
forwards that repelled Furman members. Six of these men who arc
At this time of year, when so many
Engineers
Now
Offered
Much
before they decide what school they
seniors, compose the remainder ot
thrusts for a tally several times.
boys are selecting the college that
More Reading Material
will attend.
Speakin
statistically,
Clemson the first fifth of the engineering stuthey wish to call their Alma Mater,
made six first downs to five for Fur- dents in the class of 1930. The iniThe lounge room ot the engineer- the high school seniors are invited
man. Clemson also led the Hum tiates were E. C. Byrd, J. C. Sease, ing building is well equipped this to study the athletic opportunities
cane in yards gained, piling up 159 W. F. Hughes, P. S. Finn, B. K. year.
Coat and hat racks have offered by Clemson, the South Caroyards to Furman's 91.
Clemson Hiller, J. A. Graves, and C. E. been built, and, shelves for the engi- lina A. and M. College.
completed two passes for 34 yards to Crutchfield, who is the honor Junior. neering magazines have been inAs far back as nineteen hundred
The ceremonies began shortly af21 for Furman on the same number
stalled. This lounge room is a great the Tiger football team won recogter five o'clock with a hard exof completed, passes.
asset to all of the engineering stu- nition over the entire south. Since
Mr. Washington has been in LexBob McCauley kicked, off to Cass amination. Hughes, who came well dents, for here the students have then Clemson has played and de ington, Kentucky for several days
on his own goal line to start the prepared with a complete engineering a chance to relax, and also to get feated some of Dixie's greatest grid where he has gone to attend a meetfracas. Cass returned it 25 yards. library and a slide rule, said that some excellent information of the aggregations. For a period of a few ing of the Association of the Colleges
After failing to gain on the nex he 'barely passed even though he had engineering world.
years there was a slump In the and Secondary Schools of the South.
two plays Wood kicked to Justus been in training during Professor
The following magazines are re- Clemson teams; but two years ago A representative to this convention
on his 30 yard line Justus mis Shank's exams.
ceived: Electrical World, Power, theTe was a reorganization of the is of vast importance and Clemson is
The examination was followed by
judged the spiral and. it bounded
American Machinist, Engineering coaching staff at this institution. very fortunate in having such a
out of his arms. Before he sould the ritual which was administered News Record, General Electric Re- The record that all aggregations capable representative as Mr. Washrecover, Stewart, Purple end, re- in a darkened room in the basemeni view, Water Works and Sewerage, sent out under this new regime ington.
covered it on Clemson's 39 yard line. of the engineering building. At the Engineering and Contracting, Radio stands as proof of the ability of
Messrs. Henry Goodman, J. C. LitFrom then on things went Fur- completion of this ceremony the ini- News, Aviation, Power Plant En- these mentors. Varsity football Is
man's way for the remainder of the tiates became full members receiving gineering, Scientific American, Heat. headed by Josh Cody, known to tlejohn and David Watson are atfirst quarter. It was in these first a miniature bent. The bent is the ing and Ventilating, Combustion, Clemson men as "The Big Man". tending the annual Power Show in
few minutes that the Tiger line ex under structure of a bridge, the part Compressed Air, The Engineer, Lub- This coming season he is to be New York City.
hibited such remarkable power in which carries the load. Thus, each
refusing Furman a touchdown. On man is reminded of the load he has
the Tiger 9 yard line, first and ten, to carry, his duty to Alma Mater
the Hurricane's hacks started off and Tau Beta Pi.
.-. r'iS?
At six o'clock all of the members
with a six yard clip off-tackle
Theh Clemson held them for three left for :Starr to enjoy one of those
famous banquets for which Pruitt's
downs for no gain.
Events see-sawed up and dowi- is so well noted,. Adding to the
the field perilously close to the Ti- pains already caused by overeating
ger goal during the entire quarter. Prof. O'Bansion's comedy selection
Furman recovering most of Clem- caused so much laughing that severson's fumbles and being generally al men nearly had to leave in order
lucky all the way round.
Three to compose themselves.
times they came within the Tiger
ten yard line with four downs to
Delicious and Refreshing
negotiate it in and failed. Date in
this opening period Woodruff punted to Cass on Clemson's 45 yard line
and. Cass fumbled. Clemson recovered and started a short lived drive.
In the second quarter the Tigers More Trouble for Engineers
started easing out of their own terRecently Installed in Labs
ritory and stalking slowly down the
field, for the coveted tally. McMilIt is the policy of the Enginerirr.
lan and McCarley bore the brunt of Department to add new equipment,
these onslaughts.
Jones blocked to the laboratory as soon at it has
Mellichamp's punt on Furman's 24 a practical need for the new maIT'S REALLV A SHAME
yard line to mark the way for a chinery. Several new machines have
TO INTERRUPT THE PROscore. McCarley and McMillan failed been added to the laboratory in the
FESSOR'S CHASE OF THE
to make any appreciable gains so engineering building this year.
Goat droped back and tossed a perFor those juniors who love to
V DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA
fect teaser over the waiting arms of work with steam engines, there has
/ AND TURN THE BULL
Bob Jones. Enroute the ball was been added to the steam laboratory
ON HIM
BUT YOU
batted at by a Furman back but a small throttle valve steam engine
HAVE
TO
BLAME
THE
tho?e anxious arms of Jones spread for use particularly in slide valve
ARTIST FOR THAT.
agre and swooped the pigskin up settin'-':. This machine should be a
before it touched terra firmna. The great help to the Mechanical EngiObviously, few of us have the
Clemson stands did a delicious de- neering Juniors.
chance —or temerity —to make
luxe. Bob McCauley made the winA testing machine of the latest
matadors out of ourselves. But
ning point Prom placement. Score. design has recently been added to
even in the normal course of huthe testing laboratory. It is a 50,Clemson 7; Furman 0.
man events, there's nothing so
The third quarter was played by 000 pound Universal testing machine
welcome as a refreshing pause.
the entire second varsity. However, made by the Tinius Olsen Testing
Happily there's a soda fountain
they exhibited a brand of football Machine Co., of Philadelphia. Pa.
or refreshment stand—with plenty
that dazzled their foes. Furman This machine is Individual motor
of ice-cold Coca-Cola ready —
could not do a thing against the driven and wil handle tension pieces
around the comer from anywhere.
line and very little in the air. Clem- six feet long, columns in compresWith its delicious taste and cool
son in this period intercepted several sion eight feet long, and transversed
after-sense of refreshment, it makes
of the Purple's passes to stop any pieces five feet long. This machine
a little minute long enough for a
is a three screw revolving nut type
big rest.
hint at a drive.
Then came the vasity of the Yel- and drilled so that all automatic feaThe Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.
low Peril for their last appearance tures may be added.
There has been added to the labas a Clemson football team. The
battle waged back and forth with oratory two new indicators, one of
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
neither team making a creditable which is especially designed for high
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
speed
work
such
as
on
automobile
showing with their offense.
But
CD-5
things couldn't go on forever like engine experiments.
I s
WHERE
I
T
GET
T O
GOOD
B E
All of the offices in the engineerT O
HAD
I T
this.
I
With but a few minutes to play ing building are now connected by
the famous Tiger 'backfield got into a 25 phone P-A-X telephone system,

CLEMSON OFFERS MANY
KINDS OF SPORTS

TAU BETA PI
INITIATES SEVEN

LOUPE ROOM HAS
NEWSMAGAZINES

CAMPUS NOTES

1

NEW LAS EQUIPMENT
IS^URCHASEO

f>4l*RE AWP
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SPORTS

GOVERNOR SENDS CONGRATULATIONS
Dr. E. W. SIKES
President Clemson College,
Clemson College, S. C.
I extend, to you, Mr. Cody and
Clemson's splendid team my hearty
congratulations upon winning the
State Championship.
John G. Richards, Governor

THE TIGER

TIGERS DEFEAT HURRICANE

the same man blocked the punt and
recovered was correct but it was
Foggy instead of Bob. I hope that
you boys accept it in that way for
the way those boys were going after
the ball it was hard to say who
did what or when.

The final standings of state teanib
are as follows:
W
L
T
Pet. Opp
Clemson
5
0
0
139
20
Carolina
4
1
0
110
42
Furman
4
2
1
107
21
Citadel
3
2
1
94
76
Erskine
2
4
0
76
109
Wofford
2
4
0
59
86
Prebyterian
2
4
0
5788
Newberry
0
6
0
6
238
General Standing
W
L
T
Pet. Opp
Clemson
8
3
0
236
110
Erskine
7
121
0
225
3
i Carolina
6
4
163 120
0
purman
g
4
126
1
68
Citadel
5
4
146
1
60
Presbyterian 4
4
125
1
187
Wofford
'3
6
0
77
117
0
6
0
6 284
( Newberry

IiASKETBALU IN DIMELIGHT

The Tiger basketeers are getting
setter every day. They are pounding
CLEMSON 7—FURMAN 6
into form so fast that Josh has his
And so It was.
Clemson played hands full holding them down.
her game as if to say, "take it, I There are so many fellows out that
don't want it." But it just wasn't to it would be useless to mention
be. The Tigers were easily two or names yet.
I'm giving you the
three touchdowns better than Fur- schedule. Cut it out for future use.
man, yet they wouildn't show it on
Thanksgiving Day.
ATTENTION MR. JAS. HOMPSON!
■Should it not be called into open
debate, I should ask you how in the-,
name of tarnation could you write
such flowery phrases about Furman's
mighty
Purple
Hurricane
stopping the Tigers.
Perhaps you
didn't see the game. For if you did
you couldn't say such tho you desired to: Clemson could have been
held by Newberry last Thursday. It
wasn't the opposition's wonderful
play: it was the truly bum play of
the Tigers. So with all things said
and done I think you used quite a
few superfluous words, phrases and
clauses when plain language told
in a straightforward manner, would,
have done you credit.
PAGE MR. LAVAU
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On this coming Saturday the curtain rings down on another hectic
and strenous season of football.
Cleated shoes and other football regalia will then be discarded for rubber shoes
and
basketball trunks.
Many heroes of the gridiron hung up
their battered headgear for the las;
time Thanksgiving day, and the lew
remaining stars will attempt to glitter once more for their Alma Mater
on the gridiron this Saturday.
The Yellow Peril of Clemson College has 'finished
another season,
and though not able to present a
perfect record, at least has one thai
most teams would be
proud, ot.
Josh Cody's eleven does not rate the
trip to the Rose Bowl this year,
but for that matter neither doe?
Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia Tech
or Alabama. Clemson is not by any
means the only good team that has
lost games this season. Every team
in the country, with the exception of
three or four, has had a year of uPs
and downs—strong one Saturday and
weak the next. As a whole, it's been
one of the most disastrous seasons
in history for major teams.
Old
champions have been detUroned and
trampled upon to make room for
new ones. Upsets have come to be
the rule rather than the exception.
When we take into consideration
the fact that the Tigers have won
the championship of South Carolina
for the first time in a number of
■ years, we are bound to admit thai
this has been a rather prosperou =
season for Cody after all. Clemson
has at last gained her proper prestige in the state and is beginning to
demand her share of recognition in
the Conference.

I note with interest the letter from
the most .honored and esteemed head
■coach of the University of South
Carolina to Carl Weimer of the
Greenville News.
The letter very
generously rakes Carl up on one
side and down another for mentioning the incident that occurred in the
North Carolina-South Carolina game.
I'll admit that Carl made one mistake. He said that Branch ran for
a touchdown. It was Carolina's ball
on her own 40 yard line. Carolina
passed.
Johnny Branch raised his
right hand as a signal for a fair
catch.
The Carolina players, five
of them in all, stopped and watched
Johnny catch their ball and run it
back for 15 yards.
Perhaps you
didn't see the play.
Coach Bill, maybe at that time you
were explaining to some bystander
that the reason for the double sideThe fast pace set by the Jungalines on Melton Field and. the Fair
grounds were because both fields leers at the first of the season mads
writers
prick up
were found to be 10 feet under Southern sports
their
ears,
and
caused,
the
coaches
width:
Maybe that was it?
of Conference teams to have nlent.v
of respect for Clemson's power. The
JONES AND WOODRUFF
Bob Jones says definitely that he's Kentucky landslide was a distinct
coming back to play end again for shock to all sport critics and especthe Tigers next year.
Foggy says ially to Tiger supporters. We have
that he's willing but his dad says ao alibis to offer for that game or
"maybe". Also that same dad says the games following, however. Wii
that Foggy can't play Basketball this won't admit that Kentucky V. M. 1.,
year. Come on Mr. Woodruff, be a and Florida had 'better teams than
good sport. That son of yours is Clemson; they just outplayed, us on
one of the best guards in the state those three particular days.
The first string of Josh Cody's
and how we do need him!
If you
was almost
are of the idea that athletes die 1929 football edition
before their time you are mistaken entirely composed of seniors. There
and I can send you statistics on the were only two underclassmen in the
same) Do you remember how much line-up which means that theoretic
your i son weighed, and how strong ally Cody will have to build up an
he Was before coming to Clemson? entirely new team for next year.
Well, I do. Come on, have a heart, In reality this is not the case, however, for the second team, composed
Senior.
mostly of sophomores, has been plenty of action this past year.
Those
APOLOGIES TO FOGGY
WOODRUFF boys are not lacking in experience
—Some for the Furman-Clemson and should be fully capable of filling
game.
It was my idea that Jones the shoes vacated by "Goat" McMillan, Bob Swofford, Bob Jones and
blocked and recover the punt.
Furman's 7 yard line. My idea th?.t the others.

TRACK PRACTICE
TO jTART SOON
Field

weather. It is hoped that all boy?
who like track will come out and try
for one or more positions. The hurdlers and spritners are especially weak
in numbers, but the team also needs
runners and vaulters.

good work in the conference.
Some of the prospects for the team
are: Lester, captain, Finn, Lineberger, Cannon, Ellis, Webb, Newman,
Hogarth, Hicks, Stoudemire, Hane,
Crain, Coin, Vance, Ferguson, Smith,
Carter, and Howard.

The regular Spring practice starts
in February. Director Gee is arranging a heavy and attractive schedule,
meets with Tech and U. S. C. having
already been arranged. The entire
squad will go to the Conference meet
this year instead of a few sleeted individuals as in past years.
The South is taking more interest
n track. To date, Clemson shows a
good past record. She holds a National, a Southern, and about five
State records, and has won the State
championship for
the past three
years. They expect to cop the state
nennant again this year and to do

STOP
that

COLD and «OUOM
talc*

Ths "QUICK RBL1BF" Cold Remedy for
College Stndente, sold by * Colic*. Student
*OUK DRUGGIST
,. HAS COLDEX

Jim Gallon*?
U. ol S. C. ;

WE AEE AGENTS FOR

House to Play Part in
Training Program

Coach Carson expects to start practice for track men within the next
few days. Winter practice is held to
create interest and to keep distance
men in condition for the Spring
meets.
The new Field, House will
play an important part in affording
comfortable space for workouts during extreme cold
and inclement
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AMERICAN GAS HEATERS

1a

and will be glad to give you a demonstration
at any time.
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SMITH SERVICE STATION

f

GAS, OILS, WASHING AND REPAIRING
Day Phone 34-W
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TESTING THE MATERIAL

MAKING THE CABLE

Night Phone 18-J

CONSTRUCTING THE LINE
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Winning the war against weather
In the telephone business, research man,
manufacturing engineer and construction
supervisor are carrying on a successful
war against the unruly elements, enemies
to service.
Cable, for example, housing many circuits and covered with protective coatings

of proved strength, withstands storms which
might seriously threaten open wire lines.
Thus in the Bell System growth is intensive as well as extensive, improving
present facilities as well as adding new
ones. And there is no end to all this
development.

BELL SYSTEM
*A, nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones
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